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ASEAN Initiatives on Trade Facilitation
According to the 1995 protocol of the establishment 
of AFTA;

the members agreed to reduce trade barriers such as 
tariff and non-tariff barriers through the forming of the 
Common Effective Preferential Tariff Scheme (CEPT).
Reduce tariffs for all manufactured goods to 0-5% by the 
year 2003. 
At the ASEAN Summit in January 1992, 15 product 
groups were designated to be on the CEPT Scheme for 
accelerated tariff reductions. These were subject to a 
schedule of tariff reduction to bring them to a range 0-
5% by the year 2003. 
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According to the Fourth AFTA Council and the 25th ASEAN 
Economic Ministers (AEM) meeting, members agreed to speed 
up the AFTA implementation ;

The Fast Track Programs ; (a) tariffs above 20% will be 
reduced to 0-5% within 10 years. (b) tariffs at 20% and 
below will be reduced to 0-5% within 7 years. 
The Normal Track Programme ; (a) tariffs above 20% 
will be reduced in 2 stages: (1) to 20% within 5 to 8 
years & (2) subsequently, to 0-5% in 7 years. (b) tariffs 
of 20% and below will be reduced to 0-5% within 10 
years.
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To complement the need for improving pro-trade environment 
in the region several measures will be used such us;

1. Harmonization of tariff nomenclature
2. ASEAN Framework Agreement on Mutual 

Recognition Agreements (MRAs)
3. Harmonization of custom valuation 
4. Harmonization of custom procedure



1.Harmonization of tariff Nomenclature
The objectives of these measures;

For tariff classifications : (a) to speed up the process of 
trading within the members. It will reduce the transaction 
cost. (b) to provide better mechanisms to collect taxes.
For data collection: (a) to increase the data collection of 
bilateral trade flows and (b) to ease analytical process of 
the trade flows within the members.  

Under the CEPT scheme following the Harmonised System 
Convention, there are 21 classification of products. The 
Harmonised System only provides for descriptions up to the HS 
6-digit level. 



2. ASEAN Framework Agreement on Mutual 

Recognition Agreements (MRAs)

These measures were initiated in 1998 & 3 groups of 
products has been identified & concluded: electrical 
& electronic equipments, telecommunication & 
cosmetics.

The Benefits through the implementation of the MRAs: 
a. to reduce cost.  
b. to provide greater certainty of market access.  
c. to increase competition and innovation.  
d. to ensure the safety of goods marketed within the member  

countries.  
e. to establish a forum for respective regulatory agencies to 

exchange their experiences and work towards better 
regulatory practices.
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3.Harmonization of Customs Valuation.

Customs valuation systems embody the method for 
determining the value of imported goods by a receiving 
country.  This measure is used for customs duties 
assessment, statistical collection, quota and licensing 
requirements, and taxes and other charges levied on imports.

ASEAN economies apply either the Brussels Definition of Value 
(BDV) or a combination of the GATT Transactions Value (GTV) 
& BDV as a system of valuation.  



4. Harmonization of Customs Procedures

Two areas of procedures have been prioritised by ASEAN customs 
for harmonization : 

1. Common ASEAN CEPT Declaration Form
There are 3 procedures to be considered in terms of exporting 
goods to the other ASEAN members:     

a. The Certificate of Origin ( CO ) requirement 
b. Export procedures from the country origin 
c. Import procedures from the importing 

countries. 



4. Harmonization of Customs Procedures 
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2.  Common Import and Export Procedures
In order to conform to the international standard, the 
members will refer the Kyoto Convention as a basis of 
determining the mechanism of formulating common 
procedures. The procedures put emphasis on the following 
aspects : 

a) formalities prior to lodgment of goods declaration at the 
time of export;

b) formalities prior to lodgment of goods declaration at the 
time of import;

c) examination of goods;
d) consignment where the certificate of origins are issued 

retroactively;
e) concerning refunds etc. 



Previous Study

APEC (1999) employing CGE model measures the 
effect of trade liberalization and trade facilitation 
on trade and real income of APEC member 
countries. The result shows that by committing to 
the Uruguay Round and APEC commitments 
merchandise export of APEC member countries 
will increase



Previous Study
APEC (2001) also employing CGE model; studied 
the effect of trade facilitation and compared with 
the effect of trade liberalization on the APEC 
economies.  The research shows that the effect of 
trade facilitation are far superior to and more 
practical than trade liberalization through 
eliminating or lowering import tariffs. 



Previous Study
OECD (2003) assumes that trade facilitation will 
lead to a reduction in one percent of trade 
transaction cost (TTC).  The effect of trade 
facilitation is divided into two parts: the effect on 
OECD countries and non-OECD countries.  The 
study reveals that the world income gains from a 
one percent reduction in TTCs would be 
considerable and amount to about US$40 billion 
which 69 percent will be received by the OECD 
countries and the rest by non-OECD countries. 



Previous Study
Wilson, Mann and Otsuki (2003) analyze the 
relationship between trade facilitation, trade 
flows and GDP per capita for goods sector in 
APEC country. Four indicators of trade facilitation 
are used: port efficiency, custom environment, 
own regulatory environment and E-business 
usage. The research indicates that improvement 
in port efficiency has the greatest positive effect 
on trade and followed by improving customs and 
E-business usage. Regulatory environmental, has 
a negative effect on intra APEC manufactures 
trades 



Previous Study
Wilson, Mann and Otsuki (2004) utilizing gravity 
model estimate the relation between trade 
facilitation and trade flows in 75 countries.  Using 
four indicators in trade facilitation- port 
efficiency, custom environment, regulatory 
environment and service sector infrastructure -
they found that the improvements in trade 
facilitation increase both exports and imports in 
each country and in the world. 



Previous Study
Kim and Park (2004) apply a gravity model to 
estimate the effect of trade liberalization and 
facilitation among 15 APEC member countries. 
Four facilitation trade indices- custom 
procedures, standard and conformity, business 
mobility, information and communication 
technology - are employed. The result  indicates 
that the significant positive trade creation effect 
of improvements in trade facilitation measures 
make APEC’s effort for better trade facilitation an 
effective policy alternative to complement tariff 
reduction policy 



Previous Study
Badinger and Breuss (2003), using gravity model 
approximate the relative contributions of income 
growth, income convergence, and the reductions 
in tariffs and trade costs to the growth of intra-
EU. The research shows that income growth was 
the major force, accounting for approximately 
two third of total growth. 



Previous Study
Hummels (2001) shows that each additional day 
spent in transport reduces the probability that 
the US will source from that country by 1 – 1.5 
percent. 
Freund and Weinhold (2000) using a gravity 
model for 56 countries shows that there is a 
significant and increasing impact of internet on 
international trade from 1997 to 1999.  The study 
indicates that an increased by 10% in the relative 
number of web host in one country could 
increased by 1% in her trade flow in 1998 and 
1999. 



Previous Study
From the literature review above shows that 
mainly the studies of trade facilitation are on 
large group of countries (world, OECD countries 
or APEC members).  The study on trade 
facilitation on small groups of countries is 
relatively rare.  This research is focusing on five 
members of ASEAN countries (Indonesia, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and Philippines) 
plus one country outside the region, India. 



Methodology
Model

IMijt : import from country j to country i at year t
GDPit : real GDP of country i at year t
GDPjt : real GDP of country j at year t
PGDPit : per capita GDP of country i at year t
PGDPjt : per capita GDP of country j at year t
DISTij : distance between country i and j 
TARit : import tariff of country i at year t
PEit : port efficiency of country i at year t
CEit : custom environment of country i at year t
REit : regulatory environment of country i at year t
E-bizit : e-business of country i at year t
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Methodology
Trade Facilitation Indices

Port efficiency (PE) is the average of three indexed inputs:
Port Efficiency Index 
Port facilities and inland waterways 
Air transport 

Customs environment (CE) is the average of five indexed inputs:
Irregular payments 
Import fees are low 
Hidden import barriers 
Bribery and corruption 
Corruption Perceptions Index 

Regulatory environment (RE) is constructed as the average of four indexed inputs: 
Transparency and stability of environmental regulations 
Stringency of regulatory standards 
Compliance with international environmental agreements 
Enforcement of environmental regulation 

E-business (E-biz) is:
Percentage of companies that use the Internet for e-commerce



Preliminary Result

0.000000Prob(F-statistic)

0.228319Durbin-Watson stat6236.573F-statistic

174.8403Sum squared resid1.202066S.E. of regression

23.66886S.D. dependent var0.997421Adjusted R-squared

27.02880Mean dependent var0.997581R-squared

Weighted Statistics

0.2845-1.0749690.087159-0.093693EBIZ?

0.9727-0.0343511.128803-0.038776RE?

0.0002-3.9109920.876723-3.428859CE?

0.00103.3754250.7211742.434268PE?

0.000015.995110.0583020.932555GDPPCF?

0.00063.5062630.2734520.958795GDPPCT?

0.00005.7025900.1219140.695225GDPRF?

0.0015-3.2529520.186739-0.607452GDPRT?

0.8380-0.2048627.144412-1.463621C

Prob.  t-StatisticStd. ErrorCoefficientVariable

Method: GLS (Cross Section Weights)

Dependent Variable: IMP33?

Pooled



Preliminary Result
Fixed Effect

0.000000Prob(F-statistic)

1.879183Durbin-Watson stat5053.876F-statistic

11.79956Sum squared resid0.356198S.E. of regression

13.38046S.D. dependent var0.999291Adjusted R-squared

25.05137Mean dependent var0.999489R-squared

Weighted Statistics

0.1567-1.4278600.028966-0.041359EBIZ?

0.1179-1.5784530.558712-0.881901RE?

0.0020-3.1814890.813694-2.588758CE?

0.00183.2186491.0517783.385306PE?

0.1149-1.5912992.801646-4.458256GDPPCF?

0.01862.3957802.8711146.878559GDPPCT?

0.05801.9193233.2207506.181660GDPRF?

0.2009-1.2882063.127384-4.028716GDPRT?

Prob.  t-StatisticStd. ErrorCoefficientVariable

Method: GLS (Cross Section Weights)

Dependent Variable: IMP33?



Preliminary Result

0.000000Prob(F-statistic)

0.422693Durbin-Watson stat18595.70F-statistic

97.16463Sum squared resid0.896110S.E. of regression

30.44348S.D. dependent var0.999134Adjusted R-squared

32.05112Mean dependent var0.999187R-squared

Weighted Statistics

0.09721.6714980.0626530.104724EBIZ?

0.2072-1.2679710.635418-0.805691RE?

0.00004.5076600.7771293.503033CE?

0.21111.2572410.5796630.728776PE?

0.000014.221000.0446320.634718GDPPCF?

0.4197-0.8097370.270060-0.218678GDPPCT?

0.0000-11.128690.115066-1.280535GDPRF?

0.0001-4.1931210.167040-0.700418GDPRT?

0.00009.2726117.23947167.12880C

Prob.  t-StatisticStd. ErrorCoefficientVariable

Method: GLS (Cross Section Weights)

Dependent Variable: IMP85?

Pooled



Preliminary Result

0.000000Prob(F-statistic)

2.232515Durbin-Watson stat661948.6F-statistic

4.193813Sum squared resid0.212355S.E. of regression

91.27092S.D. dependent var0.999995Adjusted R-squared

42.51362Mean dependent var0.999996R-squared

Weighted Statistics

0.00982.6360320.0201740.053179EBIZ?

0.0000-4.4469740.170288-0.757264RE?

0.0000-5.9090250.421939-2.493250CE?

0.40520.8362280.6750490.564495PE?

0.00023.9535390.9140813.613855GDPPCF?

0.00672.7752131.0067452.793932GDPPCT?

0.0086-2.6854891.162121-3.120865GDPRF?

0.20431.2783271.3023701.664855GDPRT?

Prob.  t-StatisticStd. ErrorCoefficientVariable

Method: GLS (Cross Section Weights)

Dependent Variable: IMP85?

Fixed Effect



Preliminary Result

0.000000Prob(F-statistic)

0.403788Durbin-Watson stat8917.343F-statistic

91.47010Sum squared resid0.869455S.E. of regression

20.46363S.D. dependent var0.998195Adjusted R-squared

29.76762Mean dependent var0.998307R-squared

Weighted Statistics

0.09961.6594450.0627990.104212EBIZ?

0.1620-1.4068310.866241-1.218655RE?

0.00033.7646670.8232213.099155CE?

0.10261.6450040.6168701.014754PE?

0.000013.650650.0450510.614980GDPPCF?

0.6603-0.4405770.274273-0.120839GDPPCT?

0.0000-10.293690.120575-1.241165GDPRF?

0.0003-3.7617620.170098-0.639869GDPRT?

0.00008.5004927.53306264.03473C

Prob.  t-StatisticStd. ErrorCoefficientVariable

Method: GLS (Cross Section Weights)

Dependent Variable: IMTOT?

Pooled



Preliminary Result

0.000000Prob(F-statistic)

2.077510Durbin-Watson stat299681.8F-statistic

3.761435Sum squared resid0.201111S.E. of regression

58.15992S.D. dependent var0.999988Adjusted R-squared

36.25093Mean dependent var0.999991R-squared

Weighted Statistics

0.02642.2559500.0197360.044524EBIZ?

0.0000-4.3825030.174952-0.766729RE?

0.0000-5.8478230.420374-2.458271CE?

0.48780.6966160.6568530.457575PE?

0.00013.9805670.8828743.514338GDPPCF?

0.00253.1101860.9992953.107993GDPPCT?

0.0151-2.4754461.134842-2.809240GDPRF?

0.34100.9571291.2816111.226667GDPRT?

Prob.  t-StatisticStd. ErrorCoefficientVariable

Method: GLS (Cross Section Weights)

Dependent Variable: IMTOT?

Fixed Effect
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